How to find us.
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By car:
Approaching from Basel
*Since there are regularly hold-ups on Rheinstrasse, we recommend taking the Arisdorf road
Drive along Rheinstrasse into Liestal as far as the traffic lights by the Kantonalbank/UBS ➞ Follow the sign to
Zentrum ➞ Stay in the right-hand lane at the next junction ➞ after the road bends left (when you reach the old
Brauerei Ziegelhof) ➞ Turn left into Grienmatt (just after pedestrian crossing) ➞ You will see a modern white
building with a distinctive blue entrance – this is Gebro Pharma. In the last building at the end of the road, you
will find the underground parking entrance. Please use the visitor “Besucher” parking lots.
Approaching from Sissach
Leave the A22 at the exit for Liestal ➞ Follow the sign to Zentrum ➞ Keep straight on until the 2nd set of traffic
lights (Rosenmund on the right) ➞ Keep straight on ➞ Before the next left bend, just ahead of the pedestrian
crossing (opposite the old Brauerei Ziegelhof) ➞ Turn right into Grienmatt ➞ You will see a modern white building
with a distinctive blue entrance – this is Gebro Pharma. In the last building at the end of the road, you will find
the underground parking entrance. Please use the visitor “Besucher” parking lots.

By train/bus:
Approaching from Liestal railway station
At Bahnhofplatz, just outside the station, with the Palazzo cultural centre on the right, cross the road and by
McDonald’s follow the footpath down ➞ keep right and continue over the small bridge, keep left (past snack
stand) ➞ At the next “junction” turn right ➞ under the bridge and carry on as far as the old Brauerei Ziegelhof ➞
On the street turn left to the pedestrian crossing ➞ Cross the road ➞ Keep on the right ➞ Turn left directly after
the next path ➞ You will see a modern white building with a distinctive blue entrance – this is Gebro Pharma.
*Approaching from Arisdorf (exit junction Arisdorf):
Turn right after the exit ➞ Liestal, through forest and residential area, wide S bend, after about 500 m there is a large play area. Keep straight on
to crossroads. Turn left here over the Ergolz bridge ➞ At the traffic lights get in the right-hand lane in the direction of Basel ➞ Before the next
left bend, just before the pedestrian crossing (opposite the old Brauerei Ziegelhof) ➞ Turn right ➞ You will see a modern white building with a
distinctive blue entrance – this is Gebro Pharma.

Gebro Pharma AG, Grienmatt 2, 4410 Liestal
Tel. +41 (0)61 926 88 33, Fax +41 (0)61 926 88 44
info@gebro.ch, www.gebro.ch

